It is proved that there exists an n X n matrix over an arbitrary field with n -1 prescribed entries and prescribed characteristic polynomial.
In [3] the author proves that there always exists an n x n matrix over an arbitrary field </>, with n -1 prescribed entries and prescribed eigenvalues in <f.
Answering a question posed at the end of G. N. de Oliveira's paper, we shall solve the problem of finding a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of an n x n matrix over c/j, with n -1 prescribed entries and prescribed characteristic polynomial.
Our principal results are the following: Before bringing out the proofs of these theorems we will prove some auxiliary results.
Let r/S be the vector space over </:> of the n x 1 matrices over </j. If vedj and B is an n x n matrix over <f, the minimal polynomial of v relative 0. We say that v has property ß relative to B, if the minimal polynomial of v relative to B is equal to the characteristic polynomial of B.
All matrices and polynomials considered in the present paper are over the arbitrary field r/j. Lemma 1. Let B be an (n -1) X (n -1) matrix and f(X) a monic polynomial of degree n.
If v e <f has property ß relative to B, then it is possible to border below the (n -1) x n matrix IB v] with a row to obtain an n x n matrix with characteristic polynomial /(A).
Proof. This result is essentially in [l] . Since it is not explicitly stated in [l] , we shall present here a short proof.
Since v has property ß relative to B, v, Bv,• ' •, Bn~ v form a basis for d> ,. Let d> , be the dual space of ó ,. Let g £ ó ,. Define
It is well known that 6 is an isomorphism. Since g may be represented
by an (n -1) x 1 column Q, it follows that while Q runs over c/S ., 6(g) = 
where / is the n x n identity matrix, -i is the trace of B, hQ\) is a polynomial of degree at rrost n -2 and U QQ\), •••, U _Jh) are certain polynomials which form a basis for the space of all polynomials over <f of degree at most n -2. Lemma 3. Let B be an n x n matrix (n > 2) over <f with n distinct characteristic roots in ó. We assume that d> is not the trivial field consisting (1) it is the nth column that has a prescribed entry.
Case (1) . We have to consider two subcases. 
